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Moderator Robert A. Brown: Good afternoon everyone. Welcome to the final session of this eventful meeting.
Our topic today is product development and innovation and I am Bob Brown fromOregon Reinsurance Company,
I’ll be the moderator. I think the program said I would be a speaker but I will turn that over to much more
knowledgeable people on the issue. We have John Parker from Manulife and Jerome Matrundola from RGA
International. I’ll spend a few moments at the beginning with an overview of a few topics and then I’ll turn the
details over to John and Jerome.

What I did in doing a little bit of research for the moderator role was looked at some sources of high level
product development information available and one thing I found that was somewhat interesting (and I’m just
going to present a couple of highlights of this) was a survey conducted in 2007 by Deloitte Consulting out of the
U.S. It was focused on product development, what makes product development successful in your organization
and how you view success. It basically surveyed top executives from 20 U.S. Life insurers. There was actually an
article which my material is from that was published in the June 2008 issue of the Product Development section
newsletter, Product Letters. What I found first of all very topical for this discussion today is their listing of the top
three growth strategies for individual products. Number one was product innovation and that ranked ahead of
improved distribution and service enhancements. So clearly product innovation is a top-of-mind issue for key
executives and CEOs of Life insurance companies. Although this was in the U.S., I have no doubt it’s true
throughout the world.

Some of the results of the survey are quite interesting. One of the high level questions asked was how do you
view yourself, what is your market strategy, basically broken down into market leader, a fast follower or other or
unknown. It’s fairly interesting, a fair chunk, it looks like maybe a third or so, consider themselves market leaders
but far more consider themselves fast followers or other. I suspect, although I don’t have any direct insight into this
survey, I’m sure someone from Deloitte would be happy to talk to you if you wanted more information. I think
perhaps that product development and innovating in a product development space in a very complex world of Life
insurance and Individual Insurance is a very difficult process and so it’s probably easier to be a fast follower. Also,



being a market leader certainly endures additional costs at the front end that are not necessarily going to pay off
every time so you really have to be effective and efficient if you’re going to be a market leader.

One of the really interesting results from the survey was sort of… now this is self-reported so there is no

doubt some bias and it’s, at the end of the day, a sort of subjective question, but there was some attempt to measure
how successful you were in your own view looking back over the last three years, I think it was, at your product
development initiatives. It’s interesting that certainly the market leaders (despite the fact that if a third of the
companies call themselves market leaders it’s unlikely that there are truly that many market leaders now but,
because there are so many sub-categories of insurance, perhaps they are market leaders in certain areas) but that
90% of those who consider themselves market leaders thought they were successful at their product development
launch and initiatives — far more than the other categories. One potential takeaway from this is the sort of
psychological idea that if you aim the bar higher you’ll get stronger results even if you don’t always get to where
you aim but if you set your goals high you are more likely to be on the winning end than the losing end.

Another grouping of sorts of statistics from the survey looked at whether a company had a very defined and
fairly rigid product development schedule or whether they did things more on an ad hoc basis. The results clearly
showed that companies who followed fairly rigid product development cycles tended to see themselves as more
successful and gave themselves higher marks and felt that overall their process was better. I know having worked
in medium-sized companies in product development it was always really tough to stick to a schedule and to follow
one but, to the extent you have strong project management around product development and a really good way
of assessing ideas and implementing them, at the end of the day it can be a far more successful strategy. So this
one didn’t really surprise me but I thought it was an interesting result.

This graph shows a couple of different things. The top bars are fairly important for our session and sort of
break down product development into: was this an initiative designed to be innovative, was it really just cloning
or making tweaks to an existing product, or was it simply a re-pricing exercise? The X scale out to the right shows
the number of weeks on average it took these companies to introduce the product and then how successful they
felt they were at it are the three different bars with least successful being the top. It’s certainly clear that, as one would
expect, to be innovative and introduce a new product you’re certainly going to have a longer time cycle to market.
But it’s interesting that for innovative and new products it didn’t necessarily correlate with how successful they
thought they were, i.e., the time to market, whereas the other two (interestingly those sort of took longer to get
to market) viewed themselves as more successful, but how quickly you got things to market wasn’t really a
determinant in success for them but it was more so for an innovative new product, which does make some sense.
If you’re trying to bring something to market that’s new and you think you can capitalize on opportunity you
want to be first to that market.

Okay so that’s my sort of introductory comments. I’m now going to turn over the microphone — let me get
the right presentation, okay. I’m going to turn it over to John Parker. Just a couple of sort of introductory notes
about John. John is from Manulife Financial, works in their Individual Insurance area, product development
marketing. He wears two hats these days, which I’ve found from working with people fromManulife is not atypical.
He is Assistant Vice President for Product Development and Marketing for Manulife’s individual living benefit
products. In addition, he is also the big idea guy who is charged with responsibility for seeking out and investigating
new product and marketing ideas designed to generate new sales and top-line growth for Manulife Canada. John
has 10 years of product development and marketing experience in both the Canadian and U.S. Individual Insurance
markets and I’ll turn it over to John.

Speaker John Parker: Thanks Bob and thank you too for graphs and numbers because I don’t have any of those
but I want to make sure you got your fill of it. So when Bob asked me to come and do this presentation he said
you know would you like to come to the last session on the last day and being that I wasn’t an actuary I thought
this is great, I get a trip to Toronto and I don’t have to prepare because no one is going to show up right. So you
showed up so thank you. Of course this creates another problem because, though I really have prepared something,
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it’s not for this many people. I don’t think I have enough handouts so you won’t get any and more importantly
there is actually a lot of Manulife people in the audience so that’s really going to limit my ability to kind of make
this stuff up. So for those of you who work … pardon me?

U-F:…be paid off.

Speaker Parker:Okay we’ll talk about that afterward. So for the Manulife people please kind of bite your tongue
and in the Q&A maybe you can challenge me a little bit but just remember I know where you work and I can
probably find out where you live. Okay, so moving along I did actually want to have a disclosure for the people
that aren’t fromManulife and who don’t know me that, okay first of all I’m not an FSA. But in terms of credibility
I do work with FSAs, alright? I’ll go even one step further, I actually have friends who are FSAs and when I said
this to an FSA they kind of said back “really, FSAs have friends?” so that wasn’t me, that was them. Finally, I do
have 10 years of product development experience in both the Canadian and the U.S. insurance markets so hopefully
that gives me a little bit of credibility with you. I do have a number of designations which some of you may
recognize, some of you may not, but most of it means that I’ve spent my insurance education really trying to get
closer to customers to understand kind of what their needs are but more importantly trying to get into the advisors’
heads and understand our distribution and how they run their business and how they position our products. And
I think that’s essential from a marketing perspective to understand ultimately how our products are sold and
bought. So hopefully that gives me a little bit of credibility and a little bit of leeway up here.

So Bob asked me to talk about innovations so I’m going to get a little bit more specific in terms of a program
that we’ve put in place at Manulife around innovation, but this idea that innovation doesn’t happen, I think that’s
kind of what the introduction to the session alluded to. Innovation does happen, it does happen in the insurance
industry. It will happen naturally; it just happens slowly. We all remember the introduction of Universal Life
Insurance; I mean we remember that but that actually was an innovation. I think Critical Illness Insurance was an
innovation, Long-Term Care Insurance was an innovation, various product features were innovations. They just
don’t seem to happen as quickly as I guess we would like or at least in the past as we would have liked. So the theory
is that innovation happens naturally but you can accelerate innovation, so the analogy is that if you stand out in
the rain long enough with an umbrella in a storm eventually you’ve got a chance to be hit by lightning but if you
really want to improve your chances grab a golf club and stand on top of the tallest building or out in the middle
of the golf course and you’ve got a higher probability. You can accelerate the chances of being hit by lightning, so
you can accelerate the process around innovation. It just takes a number of steps in order to do that. There are
definitely some risks with it. So what I’m going to walk through is from Manulife’s perspective. They have taken
a real step forward in trying to accelerate innovation. This is something that is actually happening across the
country. What I’m going to talk about is more specifically what is happening within the Canadian division, the
Individual Insurance area, but what we’ve put together, and what our focus is, is no different from what some of
the other businesses do. It’s all trying to achieve the same thing; it’s all trying to get to innovation and seeing if we
can accelerate that innovation.

So I’m going to walk through a couple of steps in terms of accelerating innovation. So the first thing is I’m
going to talk about setting objectives. You really need to have an objective when you’re going in and I can tell you,
I’ll share sort of what my mandate was and what my objective was. There has to be a commitment to make an
investment and this is a substantial investment and we all work with finite resources, where there is a lot of pull
on different resources. There has to be a commitment to make that investment. There has to be a payback and I’ll
talk a little bit about the payback but certainly in a mature market where we know there are challenges in terms
of expanding distribution, growth and profitability, so the payback for innovation has to break outside those
bounds in order to be worth it. You need to develop a process and this is something we’re still working on but that
was my biggest challenge from the very beginning was, how do you put some structure around this? It’s important
that you put the structure around this. You need creativity but you need structure in order to keep things moving
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along. Finally I’ll share a little bit about what I call our recent innovation and some ideas that we’ve put out in the
marketplace which I think are different and innovative, and talk a little bit about some that have hit the mark and
some that haven’t and why. There will be interesting conclusions around that. And finally just a couple of key

takeaways around accelerating innovation.
So again in terms of setting an objective, so when they came to me and asked me to kind of be the big idea

guy I said, let’s come up with an objective, what exactly do you want from me in terms of this organization. So
you set a specific objective. Mine was that as the results of this idea generation, this innovation, we were looking
for an additional 50 million in annual premium from product sales by 2012. So pretty substantial but this is what
needs to contribute to existing business lines. Now there were some larger sales targets that were set and I think
what they began to realize, which a lot of companies realize, is that even with compound growth in those existing
lines in order to hit this big target we need more, we need new sales from new places. So 50 million of additional
revenue by 2012; it’s got to come from new markets, places where we’re not. This isn’t about cannibalizing existing
sales, this isn’t about stealing market share, this is about developing new markets with new ideas. This isn’t about
making your product cheaper or pay more comp or add another rider, this is new ideas that have happened to new
market spaces. Because if not you risk just taking it away from your other lines of business.

Investment, it’s critical to get investment. You need to have dedicated resources whose focus, whose sole
purpose is around innovation. If not, no one has any time to do it. They’re all busy, we’re all busy with what we
do and unless it’s your portfolio, you’ve got the mandate, it’s in your objectives, it is not going to happen. You
cannot integrate (and again this is just what we found) into what you are already doing because people are already
stretched. Have you ever heard that there are lots of great ideas out there? You hear them all the time, that’s a great
idea, I wonder if that would work but you leave it because you’re busy; you just don’t have any time. Where do
those things go? Dedicating resources allows those ideas all to get consolidated. Somebody is accountable for
chasing them down. You need a champion; you need someone to give this credibility. I think you all find within
a new company when you start something new everyone is used to the same old way of doing things, that without
a champion, without someone saying this is important we’re going to focus resources, we’re going to talk about it
all the time to get people thinking, it won’t be as successful. And what I mean by a champion it’s got to be a senior,
so in our business unit the champion is the head of the business unit. The general manager of the business unit
champions this, dedicates resources to it, talks about it, follows up, cares about it, so you feel like it’s important.
It’s not just another you know idea; it is something that’s important to the business unit.

I use this and I don’t know if there is a, I think in the pharmaceutical and definitely in the IT business they
have a term for this, I don’t know what it is but it’s really in simple terms you’ve got to be happy with 10%. What
that means is you’re going to have 100 ideas out there and 10 of them might work out. You’re going to expend
100% of your efforts and really only end up with 10% output. And although that sounds inefficient, it isn’t if you
kind of leverage a lot of those learnings. So you’ve really got to be happy with what I call 10% efficiency, which
most of us aren’t, traditionally, right? We focus our resources where we know we can be most efficient and get the
output. Well unfortunately with innovation what we found is that you can’t do that. You spend a lot of time
changing the culture around — this isn’t wasted time, this is focused on innovation. You have to accept some
costs, lost causes, so you’re going to spend a lot of resources around thinking about these ideas, fleshing out these
ideas, seeing if they’re feasible. At the end of the day they may not be. The time may not be right, they cost too
much but you’ve got to be prepared to accept real hard sunk costs — IT costs, people costs — resources that could
have been used for something else. That’s what gets into the dedicated resources. You set those dedicated resources
off and you’re prepared for kind of that output. You really do need to be able to leverage your learnings. So when
you’re going through this investment, when you’re going through this investigation you’re going to learn things.
They may not ultimately transfer in this particular initiative to a product or marketing idea but it’s something that
you’ve learned, ways of doing things, things you can do with the system, things you learn from a pricing perspective,
from a marketing perspective. Store those learnings, leverage those learnings.



Finally, it’s more effort. In general innovation is harder, it takes more effort. This goes back to the dedicated
resources, to being happy with 10%. It’s just harder, it takes more time, it’s frustrating. It’s pushing a rock up a hill
because it’s changing the way people think, the way we do things, and so it is constantly an uphill battle in terms

of thinking about things differently, building things differently. Be prepared for that, be supportive of that. Keep
your resources moving around so people aren’t always in the innovation mode, because they’re always pushing a
rock up a hill; get them over to something that’s a little bit easier like re-pricing what we already have or something
that’s a little bit easier from their perspective. And be prepared for a longer payback. Innovation takes longer. I think
that Bob showed that in his graph, it takes longer to get out in the marketplace, it takes longer for a payback in
terms of when you’re going to get sales, when you’re going to get market acceptance. I mean something like, I’ll
use income plus or guaranteed minimum withdrawal benefits in Canada, I mean that’s the exception to the norm
in terms of getting something that has instant traction. Most ideas, they spin out there for a while because they’re
new, no one understand them. I mean everybody is anxious for innovation but what you’ll find is people aren’t as
accepting of innovation — “Just give me what I had before” — something new becomes a little bit of a challenge.
So it’s really about making sure the marketplace is ready for innovation, make that investment, that longer payback.
Eventually people will come around; they’ll see what you have created is innovative, they’ll gravitate towards it.

So I guess a summary in terms of the investment side.
So let’s talk about the payback. I’ve talked about how you’ve got to commit these resources, dedicated effort,

longer payback; it’s challenging pushing a rock up a hill. Well why would we want to do this? Why do we want to
invest in innovation? Well the payback will add additional top-line and bottom-line growth. Remember my
mandate at the back was 50 million of additional premium, new premium that otherwise wouldn’t be there in the
absence of what we do. So it’s got to be additional top-line growth and bottom-line growth. When I talk about
bottom-line growth, these are higher-margin products. You don’t go into innovation coming out with something
that barely meets or falls under what your targets are. This surpasses it, right? These are new innovative products;
there shouldn’t be anything out there to compete with. All you’re looking at is terms of the value proposition in
terms of making sure for your customers it’s affordable, for your distributors it has a good payback but after that
you should be able to charge margins for these. So this is a way of improving sales and improving profitability, and
this is why innovation is so important, because if you look at our existing lines of business, in most cases it’s a mature
market. It’s flat, you’re stealing market share, it’s based on price, margins are low. How are you going to grow that?
How are you going to grow your margins? Innovation is what will take you there.

It expands distribution. The greatest challenge we have is distributors. We rely on distributors. There are
thousands and thousands of distributors who aren’t selling our product, who aren’t selling any product. They are
standing on the sidelines. Why, because they don’t have any attachment to what we’re doing. It doesn’t resonate
with them; they don’t have clients who need those products. Innovation can get some of those distributors who
are on the side into the marketplace, they can expand your distribution, they can get you to places where you
otherwise wouldn’t be able to get to. And why is that of value? Because that has leveraging effect because once they
sell one of your innovative products maybe they’ll be okay with selling some of your plain Jane stuff. So it expands
your distribution and gets to places you otherwise wouldn’t.

Finally, tangible or intangible. The greatest effect might be this halo effect which is that people, distributors,
the marketplace, develop respect for what you do. They look for you to develop innovation. Manulife is the
innovative company that came out with such and such and such and such. You’re always on the tip of their tongue;
they talk to your clients about it. It builds attachment and lifelong relationships with your distributors. This is the
positive halo effect. We all know kind of what the negative halo effect can be. It can have the exact opposite effect.
But this is the payback and really these last two pieces can potentially have the greatest effect because they have
the leveraging effect to not only drive sales of that particular product or marketing idea but all your other ones.
That’s when you really have an idea that can kind of break through those walls.

Process, I’m going to spend a little bit of time on process because Bob is not talking so I’m going to add a little
bit of meat around the process. The process is critical to this because everything I’ve been talking about is sort of
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way up here. So how do you actually translate that into something, a tangible mechanism?We struggled a lot with
that because you need to put process and rigour around this but you still need to keep an environment where
there is creativity, there is innovation. So the first thing from a process perspective is you must encourage an

innovative culture. You must challenge, you must ask people to think, I hate the term outside the box, but to
think differently, to think about solutions without any constraints to feel comfortable communicating weird and
whacky ideas although they may not make sense because without that it’s just me, me and maybe like Mark, right,
so that’s it. You need to have contributors to this and unless you’re open and receptive and encouraging that, you’re
going to run out — I run out of ideas pretty quickly, like usually by about nine o’clock in the morning I’m done,
I’m looking for ideas, andMark maybe a little bit later. So you have to encourage the innovative culture. That starts
with challenging current designs; look at the way that we do things. This is difficult and I can tell you from
firsthand experience, coming from the U.S., intuitively knowing the U.S. insurance market, to bring some of
those ideas up there, the way things were designed, the way we thought of things runs counter almost in an
offensive way to the way that we do things up here. But I can tell you they are in a lot more markets, they’ve got
more distributors, their distribution is expanded, but again challenging the norm, and that’s why I said it’s pushing
this rock up a hill and a lot of days it feels like that. People just say, no this is just the way, we can’t do that. Even
if it’s successful somewhere else, well that’s, we’re Canada, we don’t do that, we don’t do that here.

Within Manulife (and I think most of you were part of multinational companies) you need to collaborate
within your company, across the company. So within Manulife all the business units have this mandate so it’s a
little bit easier to collaborate. You’re going to get someone receptive on the phone, but talk, find someone who is
in innovation in another business unit and talk on a regular basis. Exchange ideas, have meetings, free flow back
and forth. And a lot of times it might be, you’re way out in left field, like, we don’t do anything like that, but at
least you start to exchange ideas and it stimulates the creativity. So it’s leveraging inside a company. At Manulife,
if you don’t learn what they’re doing in the U.S., you don’t learn what they’re doing in Asia, you don’t learn what
their opportunities and challenges are in the Group Benefits business, you’re missing out on the opportunities
because most of the opportunities in terms of innovation, in terms of growing markets, getting into new markets,
is all fitting between where we currently are. It’s all the spaces between broker-sold insurance and Group insurance
and direct to customers. It’s all those spaces in there and what will show you those cracks is when you talk about
what each of the business units’ challenges are. You need to leverage knowledge and experience. I use that term
leverage a lot because this is how you make the most of this investment. You keep learning and leveraging those
knowledges. What didn’t help you on this idea might help you on the next one. What you learned from another
business unit will help you down the road. Everything you know you can learn from it may not translate into an
idea or product innovation right now but it’s going to in the future.

You need to learn from other markets. What is happening in the U.S. in the insurance market, what’s
happening in Asia, what’s happening in South America, Australia, Britain, all those marketplaces? Maybe those
products don’t work here, maybe they will, but it stimulates the idea and you start thinking really I never thought
about doing that, I mean that might work here but that might lead you somewhere else. Understand the
distribution, this is not about innovation, it’s all about distribution. We have to sell our products, innovation
means people might want to buy it. It’s all about distribution, so anything you can do to get your distributors
engaged. That’s really where your innovation comes from and that’s from a product manufacturer, 10 years of
marketing worth. Without distribution, no matter how good a value proposition we have, we rely on those
distributors to get to our customers so we need distribution, we need to get them excited. They love innovation,
potentially. You learn from other markets, you network, that’s why I’m here, to network. Network within your
company, network everywhere. Listen, be open, hear what people are doing. It’s important to kind of network. It
gets tiring after a while but it can be fun but you really do need to get out there and let people know that you’re
receptive. That’s the “welcome all ideas”. I have heard some really, really crazy ideas and I document them down
and I talk to people about them and they all say they’re crazy and at least we all agree they’re crazy, but you know
what? Out of some of those crazy ideas come some other ideas. So you need to be prepared to kind of look at just



about everything because you never know where it will lead to and more importantly, people will begin to trust
you. They will come to you with their ideas. If you kind of look at them cross-eyed and go “no way”, the next time
they have an idea they’re not going to bring it to you.

More about the process, so bringing it down a little bit. You need to develop what we found is a methodology
— we call it a gating process — some way of being able to take ideas up here and to work through them and bring
them down and figure out which ones are the good ones, which ones aren’t and whether they’re feasible or not. So
the methodology helps you allocate and manage resources. We don’t have infinite resources. I have a small amount
of resources so you have to be very prudent with them. Having kind of a gating process which we developed helps
us manage our finite resources and make decisions. They might not always be the right decisions but they’re the
best decisions on the information that we have and that’s what this gating process gives us. You need to set, within
this gating process, time limits and deliverables. This sounds a bit more like a traditional project. Well it is because
if not, things will spin forever. You’ve got to make decisions to keep things moving along to manage the resources,
so you set time limits. How long are we going to talk about this idea? When are we going to make a decision of
whether it’s saleable or profitable? Let’s get the resources, set the time limits, let’s make a decision I know it’s not
all the information, but after two months do we want to move forward with this into production or not? And set
deliverables within this, right? “Two weeks from now let’s get together and talk about this piece of it.” This process
ensures that good ideas are moved along. It also ensures that bad ideas are dropped, terminated. I wouldn’t throw
them in the wastepaper basket. We keep them because the ideas may be bad because right now you can’t do it from
a tax perspective, you can’t do it because it’s illegal, you can’t do it because we can’t make any money out of it, I’m
telling you, but who knows down the road whether that might change. More importantly we’ve established the
documentation process, so that knucklehead doesn’t come back in two years from now and waste your time with
the same illegal idea, right? It’s already there, you go to the database and say yeah we remember John talked to us
about this idea, about this insurance product that wouldn’t cost you any money that we could pay the advisor a
whole bunch of commission and it doesn’t work.

We use this term “feasibility” a lot and this is probably where our heaviest investment outside of my time is,
in terms of feasibility. This is when you actually engage actuaries, pricing resources we call IT resources, contract
resources, communication resources, where you get together and you determine whether this is feasible or not.
Can we actually build this on the system? Can we make money at it from a pricing perspective? It’s the feasibility
and it brings in a lot of resources and because of that you need to have a tighter rigour around this. You need to
spend a lot of time on it because if you don’t sort out the feasibility by the time you decide yeah we’re going to
go to production with this, if you haven’t invested in feasibility, boy if you have a problem down the road, if you
find out this is illegal you know, or we can’t do this from a tax perspective, or we can’t make any money. Now
you’ve spent a lot more resources than you need to so you make sure the costs don’t outweigh the benefits. We’ve
had some ideas that have been good ideas that could make money but they cost us more to build than they
potentially would make.

You need to thoroughly vet ideas internally, a lot more than you ever would have before. What I mean by “vet
internally” is spend a lot more time with your taxation area, with your legal area, because you’re pushing the
boundaries. Compliance, those areas where traditionally when you were doing a UL re-price you wouldn’t need
to consult with any of those areas. You spend actually a lot of time and we’ve had certain initiatives that have spent
a lot of time, months, in terms of working with legal and taxation to understand what we were doing, because we
all know that CRA in terms of the ITA, the Tax Act, isn’t necessarily clear, especially when you’re trying to bring
out something that’s innovative. So there is some risk there, there is reputational risk you need to consider. Usually
in our process it’s tax, legal and corporate early on to understand from a risk perspective, but from a reputational
risk perspective what does this bring to us? And you need to validate with your natural distributors. I put that term
“natural” in there because it isn’t necessarily who is selling your products right now. You know we’re always on the
insurance side; we’re looking for, the utopia for us is to get people who see incentives to sell insurance, to sell Life
insurance and boy if we could ever get the people who sell Life insurance to sell Living Benefits and Health
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insurance. So when you’re coming out with something innovative, don’t necessarily go to your traditional
distributors because that may not be what they do and that may not be what your objective is. Your objective may
be to pull the distributors in off the sidelines. So go to them and ask them what they think.

I want to talk a little bit about our recent innovation and I’m going to share a couple of ideas and some of
our process. So it is very much like this funnel, this giant funnel that ideas go in the top of. So I can say really in
the past 18 months we’ve probably looked at at least 50 ideas in terms of gone into the funnel to look at. Out of
those ideas about 30%, so we’re looking at about 15 ideas, we actually invested in that next step in which we
started to investigate. So our process is ideas come in at the top and I mean on a regular basis with a group of about
10 kind of great minds (I call them great minds, but they’re really people from within our business unit from
different walks of life, different experiences, who bring interesting perspectives to the table), and we talk about the
idea. We decide whether we want to take the next step and investigate further, spend some resources. We call them
collaborators. Monthly, bi-monthly, we meet, we talk about some of these hare-brained ideas and we say ah okay,
let’s move forward and investigate that. So without that, the decision just relies on me, right, and I’m a marketing
guy, I’m not that smart. I need other people to help me make the decision of whether we should be moving this
along. So for 15, we start to spend, we’re now committing more than just my time.We’re now committing human
capital. Of those 15 now we’re down to 10 that are actually feasible. We’ve had ideas that we’ve kicked out because
they were just too expensive.

I’ll give you one idea where advisors always talk about boy don’t give me all my money now, spread it out over
the next 5 or 10 years or 20 years. I love that idea. Well every time we talk to you about that you never actually
do it, but you know what? We were tired of hearing them talk about it all the time, so we said well why don’t we
take a look at what that would take. What it would take to change our commission paying system to say gee do
you want your $100 all now or would you like $10 over the next 10 years. I mean it’s not quite like that but I say
it sarcastically because all of us, it’s like saying would you like to get your pay cheque at the beginning of the year
or would you like us to spread it out over the course of the year, you would all take it up front. Anyway, we invested
in it and it was just a huge, it was a multimillion dollar initiative to change our systems to be able to do that. At
the end of the day it would make a couple of advisors happy and at least stop them from bringing it up every time
we met with them. So that wasn’t feasible for us to do that, the cost benefit. And ultimately out of those 50 ideas,
5 of them ultimately may end up in the marketplace. I can’t share any of those with you right now but you’ll start
to see them roll out, you’ll know when you see them. I think over the next year, year and a half, you’ll see those
five ideas roll out in one form or another.

A little bit more specific. I want to talk about, you know, what I think are innovative ideas that we’ve
launched from the insurance side over the past couple of years. You may or may not agree, but from our
perspective we did. I’ll tell you some of the challenges around them because innovation isn’t easy; I talked about
this longer payback period, acceptance, natural distributors. So we launched a brand new Long-Term Care
insurance product about a year ago. Innovative, completely different design than what is out in the marketplace.
The market isn’t even developed in Canada. We have a couple of distributors, total market sales are less than most
companies’ CI sales. This is a well established market in the U.S., hasn’t even begun here. So we thought this is
the time to come out with a brand new different type of design than what’s out there from the 10 people that
are selling it. Well you know what? Right now at least in terms of the acceptance, it’s not being accepted and there’s
a couple of reasons for that, but innovation has risks to it. Even though there is only a couple of companies out
there that have the product, so we felt it’s pretty early in the game to come out in innovation, they already have
their mind set on how this should work. Come out with something different, it’s like walking backwards. “Oh
it doesn’t look like this”, but people have only been selling this for six months — how can this already be ingrained
in your mind? And that’s the challenge with innovation. This stuff: “how can you sell a pot of money”, “where
is my monthly benefit”, “I don’t understand”, “can’t work”. Amazingly this design, you know, when they look at
it in the U.S. they salivate, right? It’s a more mature market where they’re looking for innovation and say this
would be great; here, not so receptive.



I’ll tell you another story. Turn around, package it into Critical Illness, and they’re selling it linked into
something else they’re selling and they go, that product, exact same product they stayed away from, they go this
is the cat’s meow, this is great. Put it in a different form, put it in a different place and now they’re very receptive

to it. So I guess around innovation it is not only the product but what it fits to and where it fits. In one place as a
standalone and they look at cross-eyed, doesn’t make any sense, but put it into another product and all of a sudden
you know the clouds part and this makes sense and it fits.

Another product that Manulife launched about a year ago, nowhere in the world do they have this guaranteed
renewable travel insurance. So travel insurance you know you’ve got to go every year, you get “we don’t care about
it right now” but ultimately as you get older how many people know someone who couldn’t go travelling because
of health issues? It spoils their vacation, especially in retirement. So here is a way of locking in your insurability
for travel insurance. It’s a no-brainer, no traction at all. Why, because to most people travel insurance is something
they just think about when they go travelling, it’s a small price point. It’s used to buying without being
intermediated, generally, right? There aren’t advisors who get involved in buying travel insurance. Most of it you
just buy it from your travel agency or you buy it online. Well this product is a little bit more expensive, it needs
to be intermediated. If you’re without distribution for that, you’re not going to get sales. So this is a great idea but
it’s actually getting distribution for it. Well no advisor is usually used to selling travel insurance, not a lot because
it’s such a small ticket. Well now that the premium is higher it actually pays more, it’s getting their mindset to say
ah travel insurance is something I might consider adding to it.

And one more you know that we launched about a year and a half ago is a new type of Whole Life Insurance.
Why I put this example down there is because it is innovative. There isn’t anything out there the way that this works,
the features that it combines, and I won’t go into detail because most of you probably know about Performax
Gold. But what is different about this innovation is that with effort you can gain acceptance and I don’t think there
has ever been a bigger product initiative where Manulife, from a distribution and marketing side, has spent so many
resources, hundreds, thousands of hours, millions of dollars of going out distributor by distributor by distributor
to talk about this. The success story is it has acceptance now and it is being successful but that’s not necessarily
because of the product innovation but because of the marketing and distribution effort behind it, so four different
examples of what has worked and what hasn’t worked and some reasons why.

An idea that we dropped, I can share a little bit about this because it’s something that we may not ever see in
the marketplace, but this is basically where we, this came from an idea internally where one of the actuaries said
boy we could really make a lot of money if we could get people to cancel their Life insurance policies in retirement,
seems kind of logical. So how can we potentially translate that into something that would improve our profitability
but also be of value to the customer? So we talked about insurance to income. This is basically creating a defined
benefit pension plan out of Life insurance. So basically you pay a premium for let’s say a T100 type of life insurance,
buy $500,000 no cash value, you pay a premium. At age 65 we start reducing the death benefit and paying you a
monthly income, period. So for every $10,000 of face amount we pay you $2,000 of income; that’s all it is.
Eventually it just turns into an annuity by basically decreasing Life insurance. No different than what you can do
withWhole Life Insurance, create guaranteed cash value allowances. The difference was this thing would be totally
automated, no choices, once you got into it you got into it. We could make it very, very efficient in terms of the
attractiveness of the dollars that got paid out and the cost of the coverage. We thought it was a great idea. It would
be good for advisors, good for customers, totally saleable, went out and talked to our distributors and they said
they hate it. They want choice. What if my client decides to change their mind? What if they don’t pay the
premiums to age 65 they get nothing? What if they don’t want to give up the Life insurance? Oh my gosh, this
thing doesn’t pay as much comp as an overfunded UL. We could do this already but I get paid more from it with
more flexibility, right? Innovation is difficult so we had to decide do we want to spend our efforts banging our heads
against our existing distributors to get them to kind of change their mindset, and we decided not to. Why I
mention that is because the biggest challenge with innovation is not internally, it’s externally. It’s getting market
acceptance, getting your distributors to want to sell this. If it’s too hard a battle you basically have got to give up.
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We probably, as I alluded to, we have three, three to five ideas that you’re going to see in the next year coming
out in the marketplace. Some I think pretty substantial, some more kind of niche, but it is output in terms of what
we’ve gotten, in terms of input and output. So really the key takeaway is that you can accelerate innovation. It will

happen but you can accelerate it. It takes that greater investment, dedicated resources, process, rigour, creative
culture, but ultimately it has a much bigger payoff which weights the investment, the payoff of yes these are new
sales you otherwise wouldn’t, these are higher margin sales. It leverages your distribution and gives you this
tremendous halo effect, goodwill, that may be the biggest payoff of them all.

So I thank you for your time. I’m sorry I didn’t have any numbers and graphs but I’m a marketing guy. I’m
hoping that in terms of a process and an example of accelerating innovation that this was helpful and I encourage
you because especially in your spots that I work closely with, you know Mark is here and he is the pricing actuary
for Individual Insurance. We work closely with this because you’re in such a position to be able to see where you
can change things, where you can look at things differently that not only from a company perspective can drive
more profit, but you can see things that from a marketing perspective I can’t see, things that we can do, pieces we
can change, designs we can make that can be a win/win for everybody. So I think you’re in a critical spot to be able
to help with that, to move this innovation along and get yourself a champion, you know, take some time and
innovation, get out of your normal, you know, until you get frustrated and tired enough and then you can kind
of move back into what you’re normally doing. Anyways, thank you and I think we’ll have some questions later.

(Applause)

Moderator Brown: Thanks very much John. Clearly you bring a lot of energy and passion to what you do and
I suspect that’s correlated with success in something like being an innovative company. Okay.

Okay our next speaker is Jerome Matrundola from RGA International. Jerome has been with RGA for two
years, the first 18 months of which was a pricing actuary for markets in Italy, the Netherlands, Central and Eastern
Europe and the Middle East. In the last six months he has been responsible for product development in the
international division. This means building infrastructure, strategies, sales tools, defining a product development
process, leveraging ideas and working between markets, so a large mandate. In his previous work-life I suspect he
worked at CMHC building risk assessment models which I suspect are being tested these days, the Teacher’s
Pension Plan Board, some time at Maritime Life and Group Pricing and at Swiss Re. Jerome is a graduate of U of
T just up the road. I’ll turn it over now to Jerome.

Speaker Jerome Matrundola: Thanks Bob. I just wanted, I was asked by Robert Mallette a couple of months
back if I could present here today. One of the things he asked me to talk about, similar to John, was product
innovation. Just to be very clear, I work with RGA International which is a completely separate division from
RGA Canada or RGA U.S., RGA Re as it is sometimes known. The international division happens to be
headquartered here in Toronto. We’re responsible for 16 offices worldwide and we operate in roughly 30 countries
excluding U.S. and Canada. Some of those countries we operate in are quite similar to Canada in terms of maturity
and level of insurance saturation in those markets. Markets such as UK, Australia, Hong Kong, Japan I would throw
in there as well, some of them are very dissimilar, a lot of them are more mature markets, markets like Italy that I
worked in and Central and Eastern Europe. Another one that is actually quite mature, Mexico, markets like that.
The point I’m trying to make here is whether the markets are evolving or have evolved and they are quite saturated,
there is still a fair amount of product development and innovation going on in these markets. Working at
International I have a bit of a unique opportunity to see many of these developments as they happen. I’m involved
in some of them, I’m not involved in other ones, but a large part of what I do and a large part of what I’m
compensated for takes very little of my time actually. To the extent that we can leverage ideas and use these ideas
globally I will do quite well. If we don’t leverage these ideas and we’re not sharing ideas across divisions, I’m
obviously not going to do very well in my current role.



So I’ll give you a little bit of, just in terms of an introduction here, I figured I’d just go through the product
development process and really it doesn’t change across markets. From there I’ll kind of get into what I define as
your core components of what really defines a product and again it doesn’t really change across markets. Then we’ll

get into some trends and then I’ll talk about some case studies at the bottom there.
So what is product development? Number one is idea generation, basically tossing around ideas, seeing what

works, seeing what doesn’t work, seeing what fits in with your strategies, with your mandates. Idea selection, you
know this is the evaluation and prioritization of some of those ideas. Some key questions that are generally asked
at this stage are you know what are the costs, what are the risks, can we do this, what are the potential rewards.
Building a business plan, this is generally just going to be defining the product, ensuring that it fits in with company
culture. Then of course once you decide to proceed with a product there is the design and price phase, design and
price phase, and the design and price phase. For anybody who has been involved in product development you know
very well that this is very much an iterative process and you know constantly working out the kinks and working
through price until it meets the needs of your distribution and also it has to meet the needs of a lot of other
functions, whims of people in the organization generally. Marketing is very key, pricing is very key, underwriting
is very key (medical doctors generally don’t know a lot of Living Benefits), IT, admin, claims, a whole variety of
people get involved in this. Then of course product implementation, and generally this is: training of underwriters,
agents, and claims assessors; developing brochures, illustrations, sales tools; IT setup, all that sort of thing; then
the post-launch review and monitoring. Now in this, generally, you’re most often looking at sales and experience,
and sometimes at this stage there is a re-price and re-design.

So what is a product? Well in my mind anyways, some people may disagree, it’s really composed of some
basics. I’ll put them all up here. Really these core components really define a product. Now a product always starts
with a need, whether that need be mortgage protection, it could be protecting against cost of health insurance for
older ages, protecting against illness, protecting against unemployment, there is always a need that needs to be filled.
The next component is really what is your target segment, who needs this need? A lot of work goes into stratifying
each of these target segments but that’s really your second point. Once you’ve kind of answered those two, what
distribution channels best serve to issue the product and reach those target segments? Come up with some product
solutions and then of course underwriting and price. Now underwriting to me is much more important than price
just for the sole reason that it has to fit into your need, your target segment, your distribution channel and your
product solution. We’ll talk about that a little bit more as we go forward.

I’m just going to pop up a lot of these. So I’m just going to quickly run through some of the more common
needs in target segments. So one of the most common segments here is the family market, mass affluent, This is
generally characterized as families, parents are going to be in the rough age of 30 to 55, both spouses working with
kids, spending and incurring debts, and disposable income is usually very low. Those are a variety of their needs
up there. Senior market, mass affluent, typically over age 65, close to retirement or already retired and may have
shortfalls on their retirement needs or may have decent assets already accumulated. I’ll pull these up as well.
Business market, this could be family-owned or limited partnership, small management team, could be covering
or it could be its entire group solution of under 100 employees, various needs that are listed there. High net worth
market, these are generally private paying customers. They are usually looking for U.S. dollar investments for the
most part. This is mostly what I have seen anyways and they are looking for offshore tax sheltering. Again you know
what defines high net worth market — it depends what market you’re looking at but usually a million of net assets,
five million, twenty-five million, it really depends on where the market is defined. One thing that definitely
characterizes a high net worth market is complex needs and complex solutions and kind of a global solution.
Oftentimes you’ll have a person in country A going into country B to do their underwriting and have the policy
issued and then that policy is actually written in country C which is generally a very nice offshore island, one of
the reasons why I’ve looked to get into this business down the line.

Now I’ll spend a bit more time talking about some of these markets here, the middle income market and this
kind of other, which are certainly targets that are under-served and there is a lot of time and effort going into
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trying to tap these markets. But the middle market, really it’s composed of three components I would say, low
earners, the young, singles in their 20s and early 30s, and the man who runs the corner shop. They are going to
have some real basic needs and they are going to want very simple solutions. The general characteristics of this type

of segment is they are generally looking for a company that they know either through an advisor, they already
have an existing insurance product with that company be it a P&C product or a Life product, generally it’s going
to be a P&C product, they are looking for cheap coverages and they are generally looking for cheap term insurance.
Some ideas that have been floating around (interestingly enough we’ve actually worked on some of the development
of some of the quotes around these), but a text product or an FMS product so you’re basically approached either
through text, through mail, through email perhaps and basically you can be underwritten. If you own a cell phone
and you can text message, basically you can be underwritten and they’ll issue a small policy. It’s a little bit of a bait-
and-hook strategy to the extent that they’ll issue this very small policy that really runs a very low risk. A lot of
exclusions are included in this policy just to mitigate some of the risks involved but to the extent that they have
you hooked and you have a small insurance policy you’re then targeted as an insurance-savvy customer and they’ll
try to sell you more.

Similar to that as well is kind of the stamps product that is issued through the post office. It’s actually an
interesting one as well. Basically you buy stamps and when you’re buying your stamps you can actually buy a
stamp which is Life insurance so you basically purchase a stamp and you’re purchasing say pay $2 and you get
$1,000 worth of Life insurance. Again you fill out more or less Guaranteed Issue like I mean to the extent there
is a small amount of underwriting but to the extent you can get to the post office to buy this, they’ll issue the
policy. But again, it’s very small amounts of insurance, high-level exclusions. Again the concept is bait and a
hook. We have somebody who is interested in insurance, let’s go out to that person and try to up sell. Another
option as well, something that has been floated around, I haven’t seen this — it’s more in a concept stage, is just
selling an investment plan or sell it as an investment plan. So to the extent that you can sell somebody in their
early 20s, early 30s, or a low income earner some potential investment, tack on a small piece of Life insurance
to it, if they can make some money down the line that’s fine but you’ve sold them some Life insurance for 10 years
and it’s very low risk at that stage.

In the other disenfranchised, that’s an interesting one. I would almost classify that as part of your middle
market as well. Again you’re looking at people in their early 20s and 30s, the man who runs the corner shop as well,
generally has a lot of debts and doesn’t have much protection at the time. Substandard is another interesting one.
This has been coming up a lot recently but two core groups here are people with diabetes and people who are HIV
positive. Here in Canada we don’t really have a big issue with people who are HIV positive but diabetes is a much
larger issue. I’ll get to one of these and I’ll get to some examples of this in a case study later.

Let me just pop all these open. Now distribution here, another key component, again nothing really
groundbreaking here although I’ll speak to these a little bit more when I get to the trends, but bank insurance you
can basically split out. You have mass-market bank insurance, this is basically where, particularly in other parts of
the world not so much here in North America, but purchase your mortgage protection, maybe protection to cover
a loan or credit card balance, something along those lines. They are even Simplified Issue, a lot of just straight
products not linked to any sort of creditor product, just through banks in other parts of the world. Business
banking, this is more kind of going after the small and medium enterprise groups. Then private bank via broker,
this is basically how high net worth is distributed. Then probably the most interesting distribution channels these
days, which are the alternative distribution channels, which is your direct response television, shop assurance, a
really neat example coming up in the case studies around that, internet, telesales whether inbound or outbound
and then direct mail.

Another key one is underwriting and again nothing really groundbreaking here. I’ll stop on a couple of these,
Simplified Preferred, a concept I don’t think is present in Canada but I’m not 100% sure to be honest, because for
the last four or five years I’ve been working in first financial reporting and then kind of moved over to international
so I’ve been out of the market for a bit of time. The Simplified Preferred is exactly as it sounds. Basically you’re
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looking at simple criteria that can just be declared so it still has the Preferred concept where you’re trying to stratify
your risk but you’re taking in information and you’re underwriting and basically assigning a Preferred class based
on where somebody falls across the spectrum. Some basic things, some basic criteria that would be involved here

would be smoker’s status, declared BMI, personal history, family history, vocation, alcohol consumption, annual
income, education. They are some ones off the top of my head.

Another type of underwriting is what has been termed, I think this is a bit of an RGA term I’m sure a lot of
you have different terms for this, but rules-based underwriting. This is basically used for inbound or outbound tele
or internet sales and really it is what it is. It’s a rules-based underwriting, it’s an engine, so you go onto the internet
for example to the extent the application comes up and the questionnaire and the application comes up, you’re
going to go through this application, and to the extent you answer no to all your questions you’re going to be issued
a policy at Standard rates or possibly even Preferred rates. To the extent you answer yes to any of those questions
there is then a drill-down, and as you’re going through these questions you may answer yes to one question and
then a no, you may get assigned an extra mortality rating of plus 10 for example and these will all get rated off to
the side and when you complete your application a rating will come up and say, okay this person is I don’t know
plus 50 for example and the policy will be issued based on that. Again, this really removes the art from the science
of underwriting.

So what is covered? Again, nothing groundbreaking here, like I mean I think a lot of the products I see the
coverages are very similar to what you have here in Canada, like I mean mortality is mortality. Critical illness,
there has been a lot, a lot, a lot of work done around evolving CI. I mean South Africa and Korea are major
markets for this. I mean everything from scaled CI to buyback options, targeting CI to specific segments such as
female CI, juvenile CI, you have single-impairment CI, something like a cancer product which is very common,
right up to I think in South Africa I think they’re up to rating 90 illnesses last I saw. Disability again runs the gamut
from total and permanent to partial and temporary and then short term, long term, you’ve got everything in there.
Hospital stays, indemnity and reimbursement, again this is obviously going to depend on the healthcare system,
not as much of a need here in Canada but again I think for certain target segments there certainly can be a need,
particularly for the small business owner or contract worker. Surgery very similar, again indemnity and
reimbursement, this is going to work better in some markets than others. Medex, same sort of thing, and then
unemployment, this is an interesting one as well, this is generally tied to credit or business and how this works is
you purchase your insurance backing your mortgage and to the extent you’re unemployed this will make your
mortgage payments for a limited period of time, generally two years, that is what is most common.

So if you basically go through and think about those four or five components that I was speaking of, so
basically your need, your segment, your product solution, your sales channel and your underwriting types, you
should be able to come up with a grid. Now this is a bit of a simplified grid. I don’t have needs in there but needs
of family and segment kind of go hand in hand. You’ll start kind of filling in your blanks and as you’re looking
at this, this will really help you with your idea-generation phase of the product development process. You know
for many companies, they can look at this and say well you know what — you know family market and, well,
maybe that’s not a good example, but for many markets anyway, business market and high net worth may go hand
in hand, so to the extent that you have the distribution, the underwriting expertise in-house to develop that
product, the product solution or experience to start building a similar product, you might say well you know what
from the business market, I can now go into the high net worth market, or I’m going to make a reasonable leap
of faith to say that I can develop this product. Part of what I’m doing or trying to propose to each of the markets
is building one of these grids for one of those markets and these are great in terms of generating ideas when we’re
talking to clients.

There is talk about trends a little bit here. Now needs’ trends, well first of all they vary, they vary quite a bit.
Needs are constantly changing. They’re going to change with the economy, the tax environment, any sort of
regulations, political decisions (this is a very common one— less spending by governments obviously means more
of an opportunity for insurance), and also by looking at trends sometimes this can help define a need. Target
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segments: one thing I can say here is there is a lot of work going into stratifying these segments. As I said, a huge
focus seems to be on the middle market and trying to identify some niche markets. Distribution, again as I was
saying before this is a very interesting one. I’ll throw a few numbers out there for you. In 1973 there were 260,000

agents (these are U.S. numbers by the way), in 2006 there were 160,000 agents and by the end of 2008 they
predict there will be 130,000 agents. So between ’73 and 2008 the number of agents has basically halved. Now
50% of independent agents are 54 or older and 40% of affiliated agents will retire in the next 10 years. Now I’m
not picking on anybody, I hope there are no agents in the room, but agency systems, although they have their uses
and their strengths; they’re also very expensive and add a considerable amount of expense to any product. Another
key to consider as well is consumer preferences are changing, people are much more comfortable doing online
transactions, and they’re much more comfortable doing banking by telephone for example. They are much more
comfortable it seems just doing things without having an intermediary. So you look at an aging sales force, a push
for low-cost channels and people becoming more comfortable with making purchases online and there is a huge
shift, and it hasn’t happened yet but I think we’re right in the middle of it in a lot of markets. There is a huge shift
moving away from traditional-type distribution into this kind of alternative distribution channel.

Underwriting, this is kind of all over the gamut. Like I mean some markets less, some markets more. I
understand in North America there is more of a push to do less with more so a lot more focus is on vitals and less
of a focus on going to get blood tests and doing all the full analysis there. In Europe (like, I mean, that’s something
I can speak to pretty well there), at high amounts they ask for everything. Like I mean it’s a big ordeal to get a high
amount of Life insurance in Europe, however at the lower amounts there is a huge push to increase the non-
medical limits and a huge push on Simplified Underwriting and simplifying the issue process. So that’s really all
over the map. Coverages of course, it all comes down to packaging and there are just different ways to package some
of these products and again I’ll get into that a little bit when I get to the case studies.

So case study one, let me just pop all these up here. Okay, this is a product that was just launched in UK, again
a market I think very similar to Canada. It’s termed as Real Life coverage. The tag line is “protects against income
loss in case of personal crisis”, but what is personal crisis and what can cost you your income? There are basically
five things: term, life, disability, critical illness, unemployment. The key thing here is it’s not linked to credit, it’s
the first time I’ve seen it not linked to creditor and family sickness. This is hugely innovative in my mind but
basically you can take time off work for a period of up to, don’t quote me on this, I think its two years and they’ll
pay you. They’ll accelerate a small amount of your sum assured so that you can take time off to care for a child, a
spouse, partner or parent. Now obviously a lot of time and effort went into defining these definitions and exclusions
and also underwriting for this, but the product apparently is selling like hotcakes. This wasn’t one of ours but an
excellent product in my mind and it fills a lot of needs. Again, some key things here are they accelerate the benefits
so to the extent you’re unemployed or you go back to work and then you need to take care of your child for
example, go back to work and you’ve got a critical illness, this is tapping into your initial sum assured by 100,000,
left with 98, left with 96, maybe left with 90 and if you die it will pay up the remaining 90. And again like I said
this is a very interesting product and it seems to be selling quite well. Another point I would like to make here is
it is agency-sold, however, you can go online, get a quote, basically answer a whole whack of questions online and
then as soon as you get your quote basically you can click on a button and if you want an agent to call you an agent
will call you basically within 30 minutes. This is again targeted towards middle market and family market.

Australia again a market very similar to Canada’s, again the need, pretty basic need, protecting against life,
sickness, disability, offers short term and long term protection. This was basically offered by a non-Life company
or General company that both had a non-Life and a Life license. They were trying to enter the Life market. They
weren’t having much success so this was kind of their way around that. They had access obviously to a whole lot
of clients through the non-Life side but this was their way of entering the market focussed again on middle market
family, affluent family. This actually issues the product through the internet, so you go through, this has a rules-
based engine, so you go on the internet site and you can actually be underwritten online. The catch is you can’t
actually; it’s not technically issued online. You still have to print out your application, sign it and send it in. Once
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they receive the application the product is issued. This is actually Preferred so they do Preferred Underwriting
here. Again it’s all declared so it’s kind of more the Simplified Preferred. A couple of other key points I’d like to
make here is it is all declared but they will issue up to close to a million Canadian for Life and Total Permanent

Disability and up to almost half a million Canadian for CI. It’s an accelerated CI benefit. A lot of work obviously
went into making the policy wording as consumer-friendly as possible and a whole lot of work went into trying
to explain CI or dumb down CI and many of the exclusions, just so that it was understood by the consumer, so
they can make an informed decision. Here is just a snapshot of the websites, so basically I’ll just point you to the
right side at the bottom there. You probably can’t see it but basically there are eight bands and there are limits on
what you can purchase for Life, Critical Illness or TPD and it’s going to vary by age band. From here you can
obviously get into the application form. But a couple of things to point out. Like I was saying, it’s great for this
company because they have access to their clients from the non-Life side to the extent you buy a few products from
them you get a 10% discount. Apply online and you actually pay for it online with a MasterCard, Visa and basically
make automated payments through your credit card or you can link it up to your bank account, so very, very
simple product, a simple issue. It has been doing quite well.

Single premium, this is an interesting one, one of which I have quite a bit of knowledge. It’s a book of the
bank sales in Italy, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Thailand, and the variations are starting to pop up in other parts of
Europe. Basically the premise here is to get your whole premium up front and what they do is they include that
in the amount of the loan so there is no outlay initially. Pretty high non-medical limits, when I say pretty high you’re
looking at roughly 300,000 to 500,000 Euros for up to age 45, somewhere in that range. It’s not very price-
sensitive because it’s included in the loan so to the extent you want to charge maybe 10, 15, 20% more, nobody
is really going know the difference. If you have a loan of 300,000 and somebody wants to charge you 2,000 or 2,200
bucks, it’s not going to make a difference at the end of the day so it’s not very price-sensitive. A couple of the keys
here is (sorry, let me get onto the next one) of course high non-med limit is key, Simplified Issue Underwriting,
simple sales process and I make the joke all the time in Italy, people want to go into the bank, complete their
application and be out the door in the time it will take to finish off their espresso. So the sales process is absolutely
key. To include in the single premium the loan amount is obviously another key factor. Maximizing take-up rates
is key as well. What I mean by take-up rates are your percentage of the number of people completing an insurance
application over the number of people taking out a mortgage. So really what you’re just trying to do is increase the
sales and decrease your anti-selection as much as possible. Then obviously a key component as well is a better
package or better interest rate for those who take out the mortgage insurance, and that’s trying to entice people
into purchasing the insurance.

Then why does it work? Well this is changing but a lot of the policy provisions to date didn’t have a return of
premium on cancellation or pre-payment, so it’s highly lapse-supported. Also another key point is declining risks
so to the extent that you’re charging single premium, I almost think of it as a level premium, but you kind of have
your risk profile, your mortality table going up like this, charging a level of premium on a decreasing sum assured.
You’re charging a lot up-front and as I say if there are cancellations or pre-payments your risk is declining, so it’s
a highly profitable product.

(Let me just get these here.) This is an example of a product that was launched in the UK a few years ago. It
was not successful but a few comments about that. It was certainly widely applauded throughout the industry for
its innovation and it is widely believed that the reason why it wasn’t successful was just because it was too far ahead
of its time. Basically the concept of it was it was sold in a grocery store and, basically, think about going to your
grocery store — right next to the magazine rack or when you’re checking out at your grocery stand, right next to
all the magazines that were there, there were actually insurance packages. These varied by age, by gender and by
smoker’s status. So to the extent you’re in the 35 to 39 age range and you’re a non-smoker you pick up this plastic
package and on that package was a monthly price, you scan it, you pay for your first month’s premium at the till,
bring it home, fill out the application and send it in. The basic premise again, one product was Simplified Issue
and the other was Guaranteed Issue. The Simplified Issue again, very little underwriting. The whole premise was
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that if you can go to the grocery store and pay for this you could be issued insurance. Now obviously I could go
to the grocery store for my mother but that’s a separate issue. The point is this was issued up to, the age ranges
were 20 to 39 and there was five-year age-banding, so you had a monthly premium that was based on your five-

year age-band. It was a fixed 10 year term. They were issuing £100,000 of coverage so roughly $200,000 Canadian,
a little more these days. Sex and smoker differentiated. They had a product like I say for up to age 39, then there
was a Simplified Issue, almost Guaranteed Issue, and they did have a Guaranteed Issue I think for age 60 and over
if I’m not mistaken. Again that did not work but it certainly opened up a lot of eyes and you could also purchase
this on-line and this was Tesco actually. That’s just a snapshot of the web page.

I’ll talk a little bit about this Preferred Sub-standard. Let me go back. So again these are for a lot of Sub-
standards, mainly diabetics and those who are HIV positive. HIV like I said is not really an issue here in Canada
but in South Africa it certainly is and in the Netherlands it certainly is. In Germany there is a lot of people who
are HIV positive so there is a need for this certainly. The whole concept behind this or the whole reasoning behind
this is really to give as simple a process and make the person feel as comfortable as possible. In most situations a
diabetic will have to go and undergo a large amount of underwriting and be told that you know here is your
Standard rate and you’re going to be rated plus 400 so they’re going to be paying five times the insurance premium.
The whole premise behind this is to kind of take your better diabetic risk, give them a little bit easier issue process,
ease up on the underwriting. A lot of this is done for lower amounts, Simplified Issue, but to the extent that they
may be Type II diabetics, they have a certain blood sugar level, their BMI is within a certain range, for some of
the more complex ones you can look at the function of your kidney. There are some tests around that but the whole
premise here is well it’s a product issued directly at diabetics, the price is going to be slightly higher. To the extent
somebody is Preferred they pay that amount, so you know they’re not being told that they’re plus 200 or plus 300,
that’s basically the Preferred amount. To the extent somebody is higher they may only be at plus 100 or plus 200,
somewhere in that range.

Distribution: it could be distributed a wide variety of ways. It could be agency, it could be through associations,
so diabetic associations for example. Again underwriting, it kind of runs the gamut. For the HIV positive that’s a
lot more intensive, but there is a revolutionary new product in South Africa which has cut the prices, like I think
six-fold. I think they are at one-sixth of what they were selling for a couple of years back and the whole premise
here is, again it’s a bit of a Preferred product because you have to fall within a range when you’re HIV positive, you
have to have access to healthcare which again in a country like South Africa can be an issue and you need to be
able to commit to tests every six months. So basically the company will set up with your doctor that every six
months a doctor’s report will be sent to the company. Like I said this product in itself the underwriting was quite
a bit more intensive. It has this kind of dynamic underwriting because every six months the company is receiving
doctor’s reports and collecting information but like I said they did cut the price to something like-one sixth of what
it was initially.

We’re running out of time here. This is a product again that was sold in Mexico and this was aimed at the
Mexican middle market, very basic Life protection was sold. If anybody knows anything about Mexico you know
that basically they talk about their population as a pyramid so at the top you have kind of your elite or you know
the very affluent. When you kind of get into the middle of the pyramid you’re kind of at the fat point and right
below that, middle market, what they term in Mexico as a middle market — you’re in the poverty line. So this is
for people who are just above that poverty line and that’s kind of classified as the middle market in Mexico. So this
company basically had a financial institution, basically a bank and an insurance arm that they opened up, and they
were also a telecommunications company. So they had a large customer base. They knew their customers based
on records. They kind of knew who to target and who not to target just based on their habits and paying their bills
and their cell phone habits, that sort of thing. They had a sense of their credit history. By targeting these certain
customers they had high take-up rates and one of the easy things about it was very little underwriting because it
was for small amounts, so a lot of the underwriting was built into the exclusions, and the premiums were added
to the phone bills, so really there was very little to be done on the part of the insured or the applicant.
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Key success factors, I’ll pull up a few of these, this is my last slide. So we have product design. Again, based
on some of the trends I was talking about, the case studies and the actual process, again I don’t think that what is
going on elsewhere is very different than what’s going on in Canada. I think that there is a large focus on how you

package things and to the extent that you want to bring new coverages to the market or try innovation, there is a
large focus on controlling the exposure. Of course executing on customer needs, matching product to customer
needs and sales model, is very important, as I was talking to you before, that’s one of the components to the actual
product package. Ensuring a quick and easy sales process is absolutely key. Using modern underwriting
methodology, this is kind of what’s going on in Simplified Preferred or the rules-based underwriting in trying to
make the insuring sales transaction. Then sales management, using the most effective sales models Again, it depends
on your target segment, on your need, on your underwriting, it’s going to depend on a lot of things, but you need
the most effective sales model to sell that product. Continued access to sales people for training and advice, John
touched on this earlier. You have to be in touch with your distribution arms because they’re the ones who are face
to face with the customers; they are the ones who are selling your products. So you’ve got to get them training,
you’ve got to listen to them. Creating use-effective needs-based insurance sales approaches where possible and
again just touching on the fact that everything starts with a need and to the extent you can sell that somebody needs
to protect against that or the loss of that need, you should be able to make a sale. And that is it, thank you so much
for your time.

(Applause)

Moderator Brown: Thanks again, I’d like to thank Jerome and John. We have a few minutes for questions if
there are any. I’ll ask that you step to one of the microphones and state your name and affiliation, “Yeah it was awe-
inspiring”, and, if not, thanks for staying with us to the end and enjoy the rest of your day.

(Applause)
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